
Foodicted 

A journey of savory delights across the world’s culinary map. The cuisine, the taste and the 

ingredients all put together in a one-ofits- kind show that humors a wide variety of taste buds.Our 

hosts takes you around the world cities & their romance with their local spices in a show that 

could be very addictive. So get ready to get addicted to FOODICTED. 

 

Episode No.1_Bali  

Bali means, Island of the Gods and this place offers food that is akin to the offering to gods. Royal 

but at the same time a homely charm gets you addicted to the flavours of Indonesian cuisine. 

 

Episode No.2_Jakarta 1 

Walk down any street in Jakarta, and you're likely to find yourself spoilt for choice when it comes 

to dining options. The street food culture is a quintessential aspect of the city, and one that must be 

experienced to understand this city better. From siew-mai to satay everything can be found here. 

 

Episode No.3_Bangkok 1 

Thai food is famous Internationally for its enthusiastic use of herbs, spices, and market-fresh 

ingredients. But to experience the real thing surrounded by the sights and sounds of Bangkok is 

truly something else! Presenting Foodicted in Bangkok. 

 

Episode No.4_Jakarta 2 

With an appetite for the strange Rohan gets set to eating an Ox tail Soup along with a 

mouth-watering array of broth-soaked noodles, fiery curries, fresh seafood and salad with sweet 

peanut dressing.. in Foodicted 

 

Episode No.5_Bangkok 2 

Bangkok a city where one can find every cuisine or a completely new cuisine with influences from 

everywhere. From Bizzare to exotic.Rohan tries out the most common 'snacks' in Bangkok  

lizards, grasshoppers, crickets & silkworms in Foodicted 

 

Episode No.6_Pattaya 1 

Thai Fried Noodle 

Thais are famous for 'Siamese-icing' foreign cooking methods, and substituting ingredients. The 

ghee used in Indian cooking was replaced by coconut oil. Overpowering pure spices were toned 

down and enhanced by fresh herbs such as such as lemon grass and galanga. get a taste of some of 

these dishes in Foodicted. 

 

Episode No.7_Pattaya 2 

In Thailand, there is no such thing as a starter; neither is there any dish that belongs only to one 

person. As a general rule, Thai diners order the same number of dishes as people present; however, 

all dishes are shared and enjoyed together. Learn about Thai cuisine in Foodicted 

 

 

 



 

Episode No.8_Siam Reap 1 

Rice is the staple diet in Cambodia while fish forms the main source of protein. Khmer or 

Cambodian food is a charming combination of strong and vibrant flavors. Forecasted to be the 

next big cuisine catch this speciality food in Foodicted. 

 

Episode No.9_Siem Reap 2 

Cambodian culinary secrets are rarely written down; the recipes were instead handed down from 

mother to daughter. It is quite similar to Thai food but without the spiciness. Enjoy it in Foodicted. 

 

Episode No.10_Tel Aviv 

Israeli cuisine exemplifies the true melting pot that is Israel. Hailing from over 80 countries, Jews 

have returned to their ancient land, bringing with them the foods and recipes they developed 

during their wanderings. Catch it all in Foodicted. 

 

Episode No.11_Jerusalem 

Israel, is known in the Bible as the "land of milk and honey. Virtually every Jewish holiday has a 

special dish related to its specific stories and meaning. Get  a taste of some of these in Foodicted. 

 

Episode No.12_Brussels 1 

Belgium is famous for chocolates and beer but there is much more to taste here.This is where the 

French Fries originated and it is also home to more than 650 varities of beer...Famous for their 

mussesl, fries and waffles,Belgium is the Foodies delight... 

 

Episode No.13_Brussels 2 

Do you love fine food, cozy cafés and hate ripoff restaurants? Then join us in our search for the 

best food in Brussels in Foodicted. 

 

Episode No.14_Phillipines 

Food, glorious food! Where else in the World can you sample the pungence of Grilled pork kebab 

dipped in a sweet barbecue sauce or the tangy  flavour of Stuffed milkfish, if not in the exotic 

country of the Philippines...Filipino Cuisine  is a unique blend of Eastern and Western food, 

drawing from Spanish, Chinese and Malay recipes...Watch Foodicted and find out the secrets of 

the Filipino Kitchen... 

 


